Res t au rant

Museum

Create a special space
that will enhance a meal.

Add a very visible
way for a work of
art’s description.

Allow visitors to
appreciate works of art
in an artistic manner.

Let shoppers
see how clothes
look in different
environments
such as work

Spotlight type design

Installable on wire ducts

Ideal for spaces that emphasize design.

Easy to install, remove or move the unit.

White

Project different environments
with the merchandise while
bringing attention to the
apparel on display.

Black

Position-adjustable structure

Compatible with most replay systems

Projection can cover all downward
directions from the horizontal level.

Image input: SD card, HDMI, wireless LAN

Or let shoppers
see how clothes
look on them in
non-work situations

Project city and nature

Create playful displays
by projecting effects on images while illuminating
works using illumination with with lights to reproduce
various colors and shapes.

Project video and lights
to bring food to life.

Product Features

(2 main unit color choices: white or black)

Project video, text, and
multiple languages to help
engage your visitors.

Project a menu while
illuminating with light to make
dishes look more appetizing.

Add a welcome surprise
to the end of the meal.

Shop

FAQs

Project city and nature
images while illuminating
with lights to reproduce
outdoor lighting conditions.

outdoor lighting conditions.

Q: Will unit installation be possible
on an existing wire duct?

A: Yes, if your wire duct is a conventional type.
However, wire ducts with a dimmer control
are unable to be used.

Q: Is there an audio output?

A: The main unit is not equipped with built-in
speakers, but the audio output terminal allows
connections to an external audio system.

Q: What types of files are
compatible from the
SD Card?

A: The following file formats are accepted:
Stills: jpg/jpeg, bmp
Video: mov, avi, mp4, mpg/mpeg, wmv

Q: What is the relationship of
projected image size to throw
distance and illuminance?

A: Generally speaking, a 60-inch type has an
illuminance factor of approx. 1,000 lx from 2
meters away. *For details, see the table below.

Projects a menu or video
while illuminating the table.
Projects an image video to suit the
scene in the background.

Provides ideal lighting
appropriate for the scenes.

Arrange spaces creatively so dinner dishes look more appetizing and
pleasing to guests. SpacePlayer creates amazing illumination options
to help you create a more hospitable atmosphere for your guests.

Add entertaining elements to art while providing information about
the artist. Creative ways of displaying art can enhance exhibitions
and give visitors a deeper understanding of the art and artist.

Indoors, outdoors, seasons, time zones….How do the
clothes look in different scenes? Allows customers to have
an expanded image for the clothes in various situations.

Projected Image Size
Type
Height
Width
30
0.404
0.646
40
0.538
0.862
50
0.673
1.077
60
0.808
1.292
70
0.942
1.508
80
1.077
1.723
90
1.212
1.939
100
1.346
2.154

Projected Image Size (Type)

Use walls to display descriptions
of displayed works of art.

*Will not replay movies via Wi-Fi

Throw Distance (m)

Throw Distance
Min.
Max.
0.95
2.10
1.28
2.81
1.61
3.52
1.94
4.23
2.27
4.94
2.60
5.65
2.93
6.36
3.26
7.07

*The sizes above listed may have some
variations. Also, when keystone corrections
are made, the corrected image size may
be smaller than the size specified.

(Unit: m)

NEW

Lighting now offers new meaning and
creative power to assist you in creating
spaces that astonish and captivate viewers.

PT-JW130HB000I (main unit: black)
PT-JW130HW000I (main unit: white)
• Unit material: Plastic (white matte finish/black matte finish)
• Optical output: 1,000 lm
• Input voltage: AC100V 50Hz (for 100V duct use)
• Power consumption: 125W
• Weight: 6.61 lb. (3.0 kg)
• Light source: Laser diode
• Service life: 20,000 hours (50% initial brightness maintained)
• Wireless remote controller supplied

Lighting

• Panel display method: 1-chip DLP format

Projection

Dynamic Content

• Panel resolution: 1,039,680 pixels (WXGA)
• Recommended image resolution: 1,280 x 800
• Lens: Powered zoom (1 – 2.2 x), Powered focus
• Throw ratio*: 1.5:1 – 3.3:1 (*throw distance: longer screen side)
• Projection area: Down from the horizontal level
• Keystone correction: Horizontal/Vertical/4-point correction (for ±400 degree angles)
• Terminals: HDMI (19-pin), compatible with HDCP
LAN (RJ-45) 1
Compatible with network-connecting PJ Link (class 1)
100 Base-TX, 10 Base-T
• Memory card slot: SD card slot (accepts up to SDHC memory card 32GB) x 1
Main unit will replay still and movie images

Panasonic now offers the
ability to create dynamic
content to captivate viewers.

• Wireless LAN: IEEE802.11a/b/g/n
Compatible with Miracast wireless transmission technology
• Audio output terminal: M3 stereo mini jack
Caution:
The unit complies with JIS C6802:2011 safety standards.
Do not look into lens during operation.
*DLP is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
*HDMI and High-Definition Multimedia Interface are trademarks or registered
trademarks of HDMI Licensing LLC.

Combine lighting and image projection to offer exciting new possibilities for various spaces

Information contained in this catalog is current as of May 2014.
*All product visuals and usage examples in this catalog are for illustration only.
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Images and text data can
be displayed simultaneously.

Video can be projected with brand
logos for dynamic content.
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Until now, the role of your lighting equipment
was just to illuminate objects …

But now you can combine color and motion
to help bring attention to your space.

